Students are working on an urgent
need for a sustainable tomorrow:
help them with it today
Your students have grown up with ethical veganism, eco fashion, gender pay
gap reviews and climate action. For them, a sustainable life is how they expect
to live. And many expect their university to help them create that future.
Sustainable Development Goals Online is a multimedia collection of
academic resources that will help you integrate sustainability into your
courses. It will help you enable your students to address the key challenges
and deliver the change they want to throughout their careers and lives.

Discover the collection at taylorfrancis.com/sdgo

• 96% of recent graduates have an
expectation to be involved in sustainability
in some way during their careers and
70% of respondents believe that
sustainability should be covered by their
university course (OIKOS survey of 1,800
university students worldwide, 2016)
• SDGO is a large repository of broad,
interdisciplinary content that can
benefit a wide range of faculties and
departments, from civil engineering
to economics to the humanities
• It has been created by Taylor & Francis in
association with the United Nations’ PRME
division and guided by an international
Advisory Board of academics, practitioners,
policy-makers, those working in third
sector, government, and NGO contexts

• Helping your instructors and programme
leaders to integrate multimedia
resources into their curricula and meet
the needs of today’s digital-first students,
this content includes not only book
chapters and journal articles but videos,
presentations, and a range of other
Teaching & Learning materials
• SDGO is part of Taylor & Francis eBooks,
so you can administer the collection in
the same interface as your other
entitlements and so all content is
DRM-free, and has MARC records and
COUNTER 5-based reporting available
• As well as purchasing the whole
collection – allowing you to meet the
teaching and research needs of a broad
range of departments and faculties –
you can also create your own package
based on individual goals, allowing you
to purchase content relevant to specific
faculties or courses.

